Optimizing nucleic acid sequences for a molecular data recorder
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ABSTRACT

We recently reported the design for a DNA nano-device that can record and store molecular signals. Here we present an evolutionary algorithm tailored to optimising nucleic acid sequences that predictively fold into our desired target structures. In our approach, a DNA device is first specified abstractly: the topology of the individual strands and their desired foldings into multi-strand complexes are described at the domain-level. Initially, this design is decomposed into a set of pairwise strand interactions. Then, we optimize candidate domains, such that the resulting sequences fold with high accuracy into desired target structures both (a) individually and (b) jointly, but also (c) to show high affinity for binding desired partners and simultaneously low affinity to bind with any undesired partner. As optimization heuristic we use a genetic algorithm that employs a linear combination of the above scores. Our algorithm was able to generate DNA sequences that satisfy all given criteria. Even though we cannot establish the theoretically achievable optima (as this would require exhaustive search), our solutions score 90% of an upper bound that ignores computationally achievable optima. We envision that this approach can be generalized towards a broad class of toehold-mediated strand displacement systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) nanotechnology has developed into a vibrant research area with numerous potential applications in molecular computing, bio-manufacturing, and smart therapeutics [19]. At its core, this research exploits the natural Watson-Crick complementarity of DNA and RNA, which causes nucleic acid strands in solution to hybridize spontaneously with complementary regions of the same strand or other strands.

This programmability of nucleic acids has brought about numerous structural nano-devices based on DNA assembly [1, 3, 8], DNA origami [7, 12, 16, 21], and hybrid assemblies where DNA is linked with other functional molecules [9, 11].

DNA nanotechnology can be dynamically functionalized via toehold-mediated strand displacement (see grey box on Figure 1). These systems feature short stretches of unpaired, single-stranded nucleotides (referred to as toeholds) and DNA strands with partially identical sequences whose competition for common binding partners can induce dynamical shape changes in the DNA/RNA assemblies. Strand displacement causes potentially irreversible structural changes of the nano-device that has been used for programming dynamical behavior such as mechanical actuation [24] and molecular computation [4, 15, 18].

We have recently reported the design for a dynamic DNA nanostructure that implements a molecular signal recorder [10]. This signal recorder is implemented as a linear chain of partially complementary DNA strands which represent data as well as operations. Throughout its operations, the structure exposes a unique binding site, at which it can be commanded—by addition of appropriate strands to the test tube—to either record a signal or to release the
All processes are designed to be energetically downhill—driven by a given design is thus an important problem in DNA nanotechnology. A particular nucleotide sequences of the domains are not determined, and are thus part of the domain level specification. In this domain level specification, strands are resolved down to sequences of not further specified nucleic acid design problem that applies the criteria of a specificity as discussed in Reference [6]. At its core, it performs an optimization of the complex ensemble defect corresponding to the average number of incorrectly paired nucleotides at equilibrium (evaluated over the ensemble of the test tube). As such, NUPACK ensures the correct folding of the desired complex while minimizing the concentration of undesired “off-target” complexes.

Optimization criteria that are purely based on folding profiles perform very successfully when optimizing nucleotide sequences for individual DNA or RNA foldings, and have even been generalized to operate over pairwise and multistrand foldings [13, 25]. However, by solely considering secondary structure, they fail to address important aspects that emerge when optimizing systems of interacting nucleic acid molecules.

In our example signal recorder design, for instance, it is not only important that strands fold into given constructs, but also that hybridization and strand displacement reactions occur with high yield. For if reactions do not proceed to completion, inaccuracies can accumulate over several cycles of signal recording, which might eventually result in the data structure not being able to record any signals, to record too many signals, or to record the wrong signals.

In this article, we propose a novel scoring function for the nucleic acid design problem that applies the criteria of affinity and specificity to the hybridization and branch migration reactions of a DNA nano-device design. After introducing this favourable equilibrium concentrations score and demonstrating how it can be incorporated into existing scoring schemes, we perform ensembles of optimization runs with and without this score contribution and present our results, before concluding with a general discussion.

2 SCORING FUNCTIONS FOR NUCLEIC ACID OPTIMIZATION

The signal recorder designs are evaluated based on two factors: desired secondary structure and binding probabilities. We implemented the following partial scoring functions: (i) single-stranded folding $S_{sf}$, (ii) pairwise folding $S_{pf}$ and (iii) favourable equilibrium concentrations $S_{foc}$. The first two scores employ secondary structure prediction and a metric that selects for high structure affinity and specificity as discussed in Reference [6]. The third score applies

Figure 1: A DNA nano-device that implements a signal recorder via DNA hybridization and strand displacement.
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due to the same criteria of affinity and specificity to the readiness with which desired or undesired reactions take place.

Single stranded folding. Firstly, we evaluate the ability of a single DNA strand to fold into its specified target structure (as shown in Figure 1 top). Using the secondary structure predictor of the ViennaRNA 2.0 software suite [13], we calculate the partition function of all secondary structures that x might fold into.1

For any strand x, let |x| denote its length and d^{x} \in [0,1]|x| a vector whose component d^{x}_{i} = 1 if base i is specified in the design of x to be bound and 0 otherwise. Further, let p^{x} \in [0,1]|x| denote a vector whose i-th component p_{i}^{x} denotes the Boltzmann probability (obtained from the partition function) that base i of strand x is paired with another base. The single-stranded folding score S_{sf} is then defined as the normalized Euclidean distance \| \cdot \| between d^{x} and p^{x} as

S_{sf}(x) = 1 - \frac{1}{|x|} \| d^{x} - p^{x} \|. \quad (1)

Note that 0 \leq S_{sf} \leq 1 and S_{sf}(x) = 1 if x folds unambiguously into its target structure.

Pairwise folding. Secondly, we score the ability of two DNA strands to bind with each other as specified by the design (shown in Figure 1 center and bottom). To obtain this score, we decompose the multi-strand structure of an assembled signal recorder into the set of all its pairwise strand interactions (e.g. SP, PQ, RX).

For each pair x and y of strands, we denote by d^{x,y} \in [0,1]|x|+|y| the desired co-folding profile, and calculate—using ViennaRNA’s cofold algorithm—the partition function for the pairwise folding of strand x with y, from which we derive the Boltzmann probability vector p^{x,y} \in [0,1]|x|+|y|. The pairwise folding score S_{pf} is then defined as

S_{pf}(x,y) = 1 - \frac{1}{|x|+|y|} \| d^{x,y} - p^{x,y} \|. \quad (2)

Care has been taken for the push-signal interactions which occur in two variants PX (PY), binding via domains B and C, and XP (YP), binding via domain A. To characterize both variants, the folding predictor has been invoked with constraints that prevent the strands to interact in the respective other domain (e.g. domain A is forbidden to participate in the PX interaction).

Favourable Equilibrium Concentrations. Another requirement for reactions in our signal recorder chemistry is that desired reactions should be thermodynamically spontaneous and therefore likely to happen (in the absence of kinetic traps), whereas undesired cross-reactions should be thermodynamically non-spontaneous and thus minimized. Maximization of desired reactions thus improves the affinity of the design, whereas minimization of undesired reactions improves its specificity.

A first, simple approach to this scoring function might be:

S = - \sum_{i \in \text{desired}} w_{i} \Delta G_{i}^{\circ} + \sum_{j \in \text{undesired}} w_{j} \Delta G_{j}^{\circ}, \quad (3)

which is maximized when (i) the desired reactions each have a maximally negative standard Gibb’s free energy change \Delta G^{\circ} and (ii) the undesired reactions each have a close to zero or positive \Delta G^{\circ}. The \Delta G^{\circ} for bimolecular reactions can be calculated by thermodynamic structure prediction algorithms such as ViennaRNA or NUPACK [25].

The expression for S above is not easy to normalize, however. Moreover, this scoring function also neglects the concentrations of the reaction species involved. At equilibrium in a finite-sized system, the amount that a reaction A + B \rightleftharpoons AB is shifted toward the “left” (to reactants) or toward the “right” (to products) depends on the total concentration of the strands A and B in the system, in addition to the standard Gibb’s free energy change \Delta G^{\circ} of the reaction. Taking into account these concerns, developed below is an improved expression for this score.

For a single bimolecular reaction A + B \rightleftharpoons AB in a fixed volume, it can be shown that the equilibrium concentration of product AB, denoted \[AB]_{eq}, is the minimum positive solution to the quadratic equation

\[AB]_{eq}^{2} - \left(C_{A} + C_{B} + \frac{1}{K_{eq}}\right) [AB]_{eq} + C_{A}C_{B} = 0, \quad (4)

where \(K_{eq} = e^{-\Delta G^{\circ}}\) is the Van’t Hoff expression of the reaction equilibrium constant, \(C_{A} = [A]_{0} + [AB]_{0}\) is the conserved total concentration of A strands in the system and \(C_{B} = [B]_{0} + [AB]_{0}\) is the conserved total concentration of B strands. Initial species concentrations are denoted with zero subscripts. Equilibrium concentrations of the A and B strands are respectively:

\[A]_{eq} = C_{A} - [AB]_{eq} \quad (5)

\[B]_{eq} = C_{B} - [AB]_{eq} \quad (6)

Equations (4)-(6) permit to calculate, for a single bimolecular reaction, the equilibrium concentrations of reactant and product species taking into account both \Delta G^{\circ} for the reaction and the total concentration of strands initially present. For this reaction, a ‘reaction completion percent’ function \(\epsilon\) can be defined:

\(\epsilon(\Delta G^{\circ}, C_{A}, C_{B}) = \frac{2[AB]_{eq}}{C_{A} + C_{B}}, \quad (7)\)

such that \(\epsilon = 1\) when all A strands in the system are in the product complex AB at equilibrium, and \(\epsilon = 0\) when all A strands in the system are reactants and no product complex is formed. A reaction completion curve may be drawn (Figure 2) denoting reaction \Delta G^{\circ} (x-axis) versus reaction completion percent \(\epsilon\) (y-axis), for different values of total strand concentration \(C_{A} + C_{B}\). Observe that the reaction completion curves of Figure 2 shift to the left as \(C_{A} + C_{B}\) decreases, and to the right as \(C_{A} + C_{B}\) increases.

Our signal recorder chemistry, however, does not consist of a single reaction: rather, it consists of a set of interconnected reactions. An analytical expression for the equilibrium point of the whole system is not possible to derive, and so it would appear that function \(\epsilon\) cannot be calculated for our signal recorder chemistry. A solution to this dilemma is found by realising that any (well-stirred) system of interconnected bimolecular reactions can be logically viewed as a series of separate but communicating single bimolecular reaction sub-systems. As the reaction proceeds, these single bimolecular reaction sub-systems exchange strands, causing the total strand number \(C_{A} + C_{B}\) in each sub-system to fluctuate. At equilibrium, these fluctuations die out and the global system stabilizes.
Therefore, at equilibrium, we can treat the system as a series of independent reactions, and still apply the insights that were developed above (shown in Figure 2) for single bimolecular reactions. The exact equilibrium point of the system need not be calculated. All that needs to be ensured are two weaker conditions: bimolecular reactions in our signal recorder chemistry should have a score in range 0 to 100% reactants at equilibrium. Conversely, ‘undesirable’ reactions which are ‘desirable’ should have a score approaches 1 when leaving the concentration-dependent region in Figure 2.

Therefore, we define the favourable equilibrium score $S_{\text{fec}}$ of a single reaction $r \in R_{\text{desired}} \cup R_{\text{undesired}}$ as

$$S_{\text{fec}}(r) = \begin{cases} \varepsilon (\Delta G^0_C, C^{\text{low}}_A, C^{\text{low}}_B) & \text{if } r \in R_{\text{desired}} \\ 1 - \varepsilon (\Delta G^0_C, C^{\text{high}}_A, C^{\text{high}}_B) & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (8)$$

For our signal recorder chemistry, we set $C^{\text{low}}_A = C^{\text{low}}_B = 10^{-18} \text{M}$ and $C^{\text{high}}_A = C^{\text{high}}_B = 10^{-5} \text{M}$. Note that $0 \leq S_{\text{fec}} \leq 1$, and that the score approaches 1 when leaving the concentration-dependent zone in Figure 2.

**Overall Score Function.** To summarize, the three scoring functions were developed to evaluate various aspects of the signal recorder design. Each individual function is normalized to give a score in range 0 to 1. However, the function $S_d$ is used to evaluate 13 individual strand structures within the signal recorder design. These strands engage in 25 desired pairwise interactions which are evaluated by function $S_{\text{pf}}$. Finally, function $S_{\text{fec}}$ evaluates 86 combinations of pairwise interactions (where 25 are desired and 61 are undesired). This imbalance raises an issue, namely, how does one combine these objective functions? Using a linear combination improves the readability of the results and allows for easy and descriptive comparison between different design aspects.

We established, through several trial runs of the genetic algorithm (described in next section) and upon visual inspection of the obtained results, that the most promising overall score function is given by a linear combination of the scoring functions where each score is weighted by the inverse of the number of factors in its class, i.e., each scoring class is given equal weight. Thus, we define the overall score function as

$$S_{\text{total}} = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{x \in S} S_d(x) + \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{(x,y) \in P} S_{\text{pf}}(x,y) + \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{r \in R} S_{\text{fec}}(r). \quad (9)$$

where $S$ is the set of all specified DNA strands, $P$ the set of all pairwise specifications, $R = R_{\text{desired}} \cup R_{\text{undesired}}$ the set of all specified reactions, and vertical bars denote set cardinality. We remark that $0 \leq S_{\text{total}} \leq 3$.

The fine-tuning of the parameters for the overall score function as well as the addition of evaluators for reaction kinetics are left for future research.

### 3 GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR SEQUENCE OPTIMIZATION

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a class of heuristics for solving optimization and search problems by mimicking the processes of natural selection. They rely on genetic operators (such as selection, crossover and mutation) to quickly evolve a near-optimal solution for a given objective function. The key advantage of using GAs is that they are effective in navigating a large and complex search space for which little is known.

We based our custom-built GA on the free and open-source *inspyred* framework. The novel elements that we introduced are objective functions (previous section) as well as genetic operators and the design encoding (described below). The source code of our algorithm together with the design specification is available online and the reader is encouraged to examine it.

In our representation, an individual gene encodes the nucleotide sequences of a domain, and the concatenation of all genes forms the genotype of a candidate solution (see Figure 3a). Our code allows to constrain parts of domains to predefined nucleobases (e.g. base sequences recognized by a restriction enzyme), but this feature has not been explored in this study.

The phenotype of a candidate solution is expressed as a complete design of nucleic acid strands assembled from the domains of its genotype (Figure 1). The phenotype is then evaluated using the overall score function $S_{\text{total}}$ defined in Equation (9).

The variator combines existing solutions (from the parents population) into other, possibly unexplored solutions that form the

---

2Available at: [https://pypi.python.org/pypi/inspyred](https://pypi.python.org/pypi/inspyred)

3Available at: [https://bitbucket.org/J3ny/ga-mdr](https://bitbucket.org/J3ny/ga-mdr)
while the second variant ignores the individuals over 500 generations to work well.

(i.e. each outcome is equally likely to happen).

For additional comparison, we performed similar optimization of the signal recorder design using partial scoring functions (i.e. reported.

generation is run for 500 generations, and thus the terminator stops the parents population as survivors (i.e. elite individuals).

The worst 2% of the offspring are swapped between the two parents (with probability 0.8) and the random domain. All nucleotides beyond that point are reinitialized.

The GA was run in two variants: the first variant uses all available partial scoring functions (i.e. $S_{df}$, $S_{pf}$ and $S_{sf}$) for optimization, while the second variant ignores the $S_{fec}$ (the two variants are denoted by (+FEC) and (-FEC) respectively). For comparison, we performed similar optimization of the signal recorder design using NUPACK. Each of the three heuristics was run 20 times; yielding 20 different “winning” designs. For additional comparison, we generated 20 solutions where a random sequence is assigned to each domain in the design (referred to as Random heuristic).

4 RESULTS

The results of the 20 highest scoring solutions for each heuristic are shown in Figure 4 (top), together with a decomposition of the total scores into the individual score contributions (below).

At first glance, the three heuristics seem to produce designs of similar quality: the overall score function $S_{total}$ ranges from approximately 2.4 to 2.7 (where the maximum is 3.0) for two GA variants, while NUPACK designs are scored slightly lower. For the Random heuristic the bulk of the distribution lies above 2.0 which is an interesting result; it implies that a significant part of the score $S_{total}$ may be attributed to the way the design is specified (i.e. with some domains being complementary by construction).

A closer inspection reveals that the heuristics optimize for different objectives. For instance, NUPACK excels in $S_{df}$ and systematically yields high-quality single-stranded foldings, which are...
occasionally outmatched only by GA (-FEC). On the other hand, GA (+FEC) does not perform so well in this criterion and has relatively broad $S_{pf}$ distribution, while Random is far from optimum. Although the latter is expected, as the random assignment may result in a high ratio of undesired base pairing among random domains, the GA (+FEC) performance is somehow intriguing when compared with GA (-FEC). It indicates that including the function $S_{pf}$ as part of the optimization has a dramatic effect on the individual unfoldings of strands.

For the scoring function $S_{pf}$ both variants of GA outperform NUPACK and Random; however, none of the candidate designs considered here has a near-perfect $S_{pf}$ score (unlike for the other scoring functions). Moreover, the Random heuristic scores even higher for pairwise folding than for single-stranded folding, which is yet another sign of correct folding "by construction".

Lastly, the scoring function $S_{fec}$, which evaluates spontaneity of the desired and undesired reactions, is being optimized only when it is explicitly included as part of the optimization heuristic. In comparison, both GA (-FEC) and NUPACK have a slightly lower $S_{fec}$ score than the Random approach. The relatively high score $S_{fec}$ for Random could be explained by the poor folding of individual strands (recall $S_{pf}$ scoring) which potentially leaves fewer bases available for undesired interactions.

We point out that obtaining high scores in $S_{pf}$ and $S_{pf}$ does not automatically translate to a high $S_{fec}$ score (see Figure 5). Our results suggest that the opposite could be true and, in the case of our design, the quality of single-stranded folding may need to be sacrificed for an optimal $S_{fec}$ score.

In order to show that these differences are statistically significant we performed Mann–Whitney U test on pairs of partial scores. In only two cases, the difference in scores is not statistically significant; i.e. the difference between GA (-FEC) and NUPACK for $S_{fec}$ score ($p = 0.617$) and $S_{pf}$ score ($p = 0.172$). For all other cases, one heuristic always yields significantly different results ($p \leq 5 \times 10^{-5}$).

The heatmap in Figure 6 depicts the binding energies of all pairwise interactions among all DNA strands of our signal recorder obtained from GA (+FEC) optimization. Desired interactions are marked with a check mark in the table. All other interactions are undesired. Green colors indicate high negative binding energies (strong binding) whereas red coloring indicates weak binding. White coloring indicates regions where $S_{fec}$ is concentration dependent.

It is apparent that our algorithm is able to maximize all desired binding energies and minimize most of the undesired interactions. Note that few interactions failed to be optimized: Start-Read, for example, has a high binding affinity even though a low affinity would be desired. This is because the two strands share a complementary domain (A), which prevents the algorithm from optimizing against this binding, especially since the same domain is responsible for desired binding in other strand pairings. Several interactions (mainly regarding the report strands) remain in the suboptimal concentration dependent region, which is likely due to the short length of these domains. Some pairwise minimum energy folding structures are shown for illustration, of which A1 and A2 are desired, B is undesired and avoidable, whereas C is undesired and unavoidable.

Figure 5: Correlations diagrams with normalised partial scoring functions for different heuristics.

Another aspect, that was not implicitly investigated here, are the manufacturing constraints which are restricting the DNA oligonucleotide synthesis. Even if the in silico solution exists, the actual sequence might be extremely difficult to manufacture and purify. In practice, it entails that the final construct has to satisfy the synthesis constraints of a DNA synthesis service. For that instance, guanine-rich sequences are known to form problematic G-quadruplexes [2]. Other considerations typically include identification of homopolymers, interspersed and tandem repeats, and GC-content.

For this reason, we further examined the solutions generated by different heuristics. We discovered that all 20 design produced by GA (-FEC) could not be manufactured - the individual sequences tend to contain patterns of one repeated nucleotide and those repetitions are adjacent to each other (in the worst case 17 consecutive guanine bases). Also, the same problem was encountered during NUPACK optimization which we mitigated by constraining the algorithm to avoid regions of four consecutive nucleotides of the same type.

Interestingly, designs produced by GA (+FEC) did not suffer from the same issue which we assume to be an indirect consequence of $S_{fec}$ optimization. In the future, such synthesis constraints should be
incorporated directly into the algorithm as an additional evaluation criterion.

5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have used a genetic algorithm to generate nucleic acid sequences that optimize the functioning of a DNA nano-device, namely a molecular signal recorder. Because of the difficulty to determine what constitutes a good design, we have evaluated candidate solutions with multiple score functions, based on individual and pairwise folding, as well as the promiscuity of both desired and undesired reactions. While the approaches based on folding properties of strands are generally acknowledged, methods which guarantee high or low reaction turnover are currently lacking. Yet, this criterion is essential for dynamic nano-devices which require the operation cycle to be strictly and carefully controlled. To the best of our knowledge, our favourable equilibrium concentration score is a novel contribution.

We found that the three partial scoring functions are optimizing competing objectives. Ultimately, from the end user point of view, what matters mostly is the best individual, which can then be synthesized and tested in the laboratory. The most promising candidate solution that was produced by the algorithm is evaluated at approximately 90% of the ideal $S_{total}$ score. Although, for this design, the single-stranded folding of individual strands is not optimal, we highlight that for dynamic systems of this kind the self-assembling properties and efficiency of operations of the device are most vital.

We envision that our scoring functions can be used for optimization of nucleic acid sequences for DNA nano-technologies in general, provided that the designs do not involve massive structural rearrangements, in which case the decomposition of the design into pairwise interacting components would not capture important energetic contributions associated with the structural changes.

Future efforts should focus on the inclusion of score functions that evaluate the kinetics of DNA folding and strand displacement to further improve DNA nano-technology designs. Also, one might consider using a multi-objective pareto-based optimization algorithm (or another alternative to the conventional GA) in order to improve the search.
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